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The motion of a spherical Brownian particle in an incompressible fluid bounded by an infinite plane wall is 
studied on the basis of the linearized Landau-Lifshitz equations for the fluctuating hydrodynamics. The 
asymptotic forms for large time t of the autocorrelation function ~'41 (t) for the random force acting on the 
particle and the autocorrelation function'll Q (t) for its velocity are discussed for the case that the distance I 
between the wall and the particle is finite but much larger than the particle radius a. It is shown that ~ Ii and 
'II" fall otT as t -3/2 for a 2/v<t </2/v, but for t>[2/v they fall as t -512 or t -712, accordingly, as the direction i is 
parallel or perpendicular to the wall, where v is the kinematic shear viscosity of the fluid. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the motion of a Brownian particle 
has been studied extensively and successfully from an 
approach based on the Landau-Lifshitz equations l for 
the fluctuating fluid. 2-9 This approach is convenient, 
especially for calculating explicitly the correlations of 
fluctuating quantities. From this approach, it can be 
shown, for example, that the autocorrelation function 
'1111 of the velocity U of a spherical particle of radius a, 
in an unbounded incompressible fluid, falls as r3t2 for 
large t, which is in good agreement with the numerical 
simulation by Alder and Wainwright. 10 

In the calculation of such correlations, crucial infor
mation is provided by solving hydrodynamic equations. 
In hydrodynamics, the existence of a wall, e. g., a con
tainer wall, is known to have important effects on the 
motion of a particle, and the effects have been studied 
extenSively (see Happel and Brennerll for references). 

In these studies, however, the thermal agitation in the 
fluid has been neglected and the motion of the particle 
is usually assumed to be steady. And little is known 
about the wall effect on the unsteady motion of the Brown
ian particle, which is driven by the thermal agitation. 
The purpose of this paper is to study such a wall effect 
on the basis of Landau-Lifshitz equations. We confine 
ourselves to the simplest case, in which a sphere is 
immersed in an incompressible fluid bounded by a single 
infinite plane wall, and the distance between the wall 
and particle is much larger than the particle radius. 

As is explained in Sec. II, both the autocorrelation 
function if>IJ for the random force acting on the particle, 
and the autocorrelation function 'fI lj for its velocity, can 
be expressed in terms of the friction coefficient Dlj for 
a translational motion of the particle. In Sec. III, we 
consider the wall effect on D lj • In Sec. IV, the asymp
totic behaviors of ~/j and Wlj for large times are dis
cussed. 

II. BASIC EQUATIONS AND FLUCTUATIONS 

Let us consider a particle moving in an incompres
sible fluctuating fluid bounded by a wall of an arbitrary 
shape. It is assumed that the fluid motion is described 
by the linearized stochastic Landau-Lifshitz equations l 

P fJV = div(P +5) , 
at 

divv=O, 

with 

p/ j = - POlj + jJ. (~ + 5) 
axj ax/ 

(la) 

(lb) 

(2) 

where v is the fluid velocity, P the pressure, p the uni
form fluid denSity, jJ. the shear viscosity, and S/J the 
random stress tensor, which has the following sto
chastic properties: 

(S/j(x, t) = 0 (3) 

(SI/X, t)Sk/(X /, t ' ) = 2kBT IJ. 

x (OlkOn +O/lOjk)o(x-x/)O(t-t
/
) , 
(4) 

where the square brackets denote the average over an 
equilibrium ensemble. 

We confine ourselves to the case in which the particle 
and the wall are solid surfaces, to which the fluid ad
heres. The boundary conditions to be satisfied are then 

(v)-O , 

on P , 

on W, 

at infinity , 

(5) 

where U is the translational velocity of the particle, n 
the rotational one around xp , and P refers to the surface 
of the particle, and W refers to the wall. If W com
pletely bounds P, then (v) need not vanish at infinity 

Let us write 

v=v+V', p=p+p, P=P+P, 

where (v, p) is the field satisfying 

av .-
p - =dlVP 

at 

divv =0 , 

v={U+OX(X-Xp ) , 

o , 
v-O, 

on P, 

on W, 

at infinity. 

(6) 

(7a) 

(7b) 

(7c) 
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Then (v,p) satisfies 

av . -Pat = dlV (p + S) , 

divv=O, 

{
V = 0 on P and W 

(V> ~ 0, at infinity. 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(8c) 

It is convenient to introduce the Fourier-time trans
formation defined by 

!<w)= 1: j(t)e1wt dt. (9) 

Hereafter, for ease of writing, the symbol A will be 
omitted at will. There should arise no confusion. 

The force F exerted on the particle by the fluid is 
given by 

F(w) = F'(w)+ F(w) , 

where 

F= ( 
Jp 

P'ndS, F= f (P+S)'nds, 
p 

(10) 

(11) 

in which n is the unit vector normal to the surface P, 
pointing out of the particle, and the integral is over P. 
The force F due to the deterministic field (Y, p) can be 
expressed, as is well known, as 

F(w)= -[D(w) 'U(w)+ c(w) 'O(w)], (12) 

with suitable friction coefficient matrices D(w) and C(w). 

It is not difficult to verify from the above relations the 
fluctuation-dissipation theorem 

<PIJ(t) = k: T (Fj(O)F/t) = f.~ Re[Dj/w)] e-
jwt 

dw • 

(13) 
It is well known that Eq. (13) holds in an unbounded 
fluid, i. e., when the wall is absent or at infinity. 4 It 
should be noted that Eq. (13) also holds when there is a 
boundary wall of arbitrary shape at a finite distance. 

The velocity U of the particle obeys 

dU it M-
d 

=- [D(t-s)'u(s)+c(t-S)'O(s)]ds t _~ 

(14) 

where M is the mass of the particle and r xt an external 
force. In particular, if C =0 and Djj(w) o:D j (w)1i lj , then 

(15) 

where 

=_l-JOdze.,t, { 1 + 1 } 
21Ti _~ zM+Di[i(z-iO)] zM+DAi(z+iO)]' 

(16) 
here, c.c. denotes complex conjugates (cf. Ref. 8). 

Let us introduce Green's functions Gli and PJ' satis
fying 

a ( I ') a ( I ') P at Gli x, tj x , t + aXI Pi x, t; x , t 

- f.Lt..G/j(x,t; x',t')O:1ijJ1i(X-X')1i(t-t'), 

a ( I ') 

a-G/j x,t; x,t =0, 
!Xi 

Gjj(x, ij x', i') =0, for t < t ' , 

and the boundary condition 

GIJ(x,t; x',t')o:O, for XE Wor P. 

Then it can be shown (Jones12) that 

(17a) 

(17b) 

(17c) 

(18) 

QIJ(x,X'j w)=2kB TRe[G/j(x,X ' j w)], (19) 

where QIJ is the Fourier-time transform [see Eq. (9)] 
of QIJ defined by 

(20) 

III. THE FRICTION COEFFICIENT D FOR A 
SPHERICAL PARTICLE IN A SEMI-INFINITE FLUID 

Let us consider a simple case when the wall is an in
finite plane and the particle is a sphere of radius a. We 
take the origin of the coordinate system to be at the in
stantaneous pOSition of the center of the sphere, and the 
X3 axis perpendicular to the plane wall. The wall is 
represented by X3 = -l. We assume l »a. 

The friction coeffiCient D can be found by solving Eq. 
(7), where without loss of generality we may put 0 = 0 
to find D. Then Eq. (7) may be written in the frequency 
representation as 

-iwpv = - vp + f.Lt..v , 

divv= 0, 

v=0,onW(x3OO-Z), 

vooU(w), on P (ixio:a) , 

v- 0, at infinity . 

(In this section the symbol - is omitted. ) 

(21a) 

(21b) 

(22a) 

(22b) 

(22c) 

Because of the geometrical symmetry and the linearity 
of Eqs. (21) and (22), DIJ for any i andj can be known, 
if the drags of the following two cases are known: Case 
(A) U is perpendicular to the wall, and case (B) U is 
parallel to the wall. Wakiya13 has studied case (B), and 
his result Can be used. Thus, we need solve here only 
case (A), where Eq. (22b) may be written as 

Vj(W)oo1i13 U(w), onP(ixiooa). (22b ' ) 

The general solution of Eq. (21) may be written in 
the form14 

v = grad div(X -I/» - k2X , 

P = vk2 div I/> , 

where X, I/> satisfy 

(t.. -k2h =0 , 

t..l/>=O, 

andk2OO-iw/v, v=f.L/P. 

(23a) 

(23b) 

(24a) 

(24b) 

In order to find the solution satisfying the boundary 
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conditions (22a), (22b'), and (22c), we use the method of 
reflections15 and try a solution of the form 

v= t v(n), p'" t pIn) , (25) 
n=O n=O 

each term of which (v(n), p(n»), respectively, satisfies 
the equations of motion [Eq. (21)1-

The individual fields are to be determined successive
ly by application of the following boundary conditions: 

v(O)=U,onP(lxl"'a), (26a) 

v(l)=_v(O), onx3"'-I, (26b) 

v(2)=_v(l), on P(lxl"'a), etc., 

and, in addition, for n =0,1,2,3, ..• , 

v(n) - 0, at infinity . 

(26c) 

(26d) 

The drag F(w), due to (v,p) exerted on the particle, is 
known to be given byl. 

F '" F (0) + F (2) + F (4) + . " , 

where F(n) is the contribution from the nth field 
(v(n), p (n»). 

A. The field y(O) and the drag F(O) 

(27) 

The velocity field VIOl is equal to the one due to a mo
tion of the particle in an unbounded fluid,16 and v(O), F(O) 
are given by 

;«:) = grad diV[0 e~1tr -B ~)e3]-k2A e;r e3 , (28) 

F<O) 

tU(w) '" - (1 +ak +-t a2k
2
) e3 , (29) 

A"'-~ ~ed, B=(I+ak+t-a2k2)e ....... A, (30) 

where t '" 61Ta jJ. and e3 is the unit vector in the X3 direction. 

B. The field yO) and the drag F(2) 

In order to find the solution (v(1), pU») satisfying Eqs. 
(21), (26b), and (26d), we try the solution in the form of 
Eq. (23), with X and <f; replaced by the following X(ll and 
cpU), respectively: 

X(1l",~:3 I I AU)exp[i(ax+{:ly)_I\(Z+2Z)]d~d{:l,(31a) 
<f;(ll= ~:3 1.1 B(ll exp[i(ax+{:ly) -K(z +2[)] d:d{:l, (31b) 

with 

Forak«l, ~=kl»l, Le., 1/Z«k«1/a, 

a.L+b.L=0(~-3) , (39a) 

(31c) 

(cf. WakiyaI3), where A (1) and B(ll are constants to be 
determined by applying the boundary condition (26b). 

After some calculations, it is found that 

A(1)", _1_[(I\+K)A_2I\e(A-~llB] (32a) 
I\-K ' 

B(1)",_I_[2Ke(~-AlIA -(K+I\)B]. (32b) 
I\-K 

From Eqs. (23a), (31), and (32), for Ix I/a-l and 
E=a/l«l, 

v(ll -&- "'<'i13k3(a.LA +b.LB)+O(EZ), 

where 

a.L'" fo~ s3(s+js2+1)[s~~ exp(-2kl,!s2+1) 

(33) 

- 2 exp[ - kl(s + Jsz + 1)]] ds , (34a) 

b.L= 1
0
" sZ(s+.Js2+1){(s+Js2+1)exp(-2kls) 

-2s exp[ -kl(s +.jS!+1)}ds . (34b) 

The drag F(2) can be found without explicitly solving 
the field (v(Z), p(2»), for we may apply a generalized for
mula of Faxen's theorem to the case of the unsteady mo
tion. 17,18 By the application we have 

F(2) 
tU '" k3(1 +ak +-t a2k2)(a.LA +b.L B ) e3 +O(E3

) • (35) 

The contribution from F(4) + F(6) + 0 •• is shown to be 
tU x 0(E2

). 

C. The friction coefficient D;j(w) 

From Eqs. (29), (30), and (35), the friction coefficient 
D.L (defined by F'" - D p) for case A (the velocity U is 
perpendicular to the wall) is given by 

(36) 

The coefficient DII (defined by F = -DIIU) for case B 
(the velocity U is parallel to the wall) is found from 
Wakiya's paper13 to be 

where 

all+b,,=0(~-3) • 

For ~«1 19 

(37) 

(38a) 

(38b) 

(39b) 
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a! +b! =irl-i +i~ + -Is ~4+ O(~Slog~) , 

all +bll =i~-1_i+i~-i~2+0(elog~). 

For general i and j 

DiJ(w) =D(w)ojj, D(w) = {DII(W), if i = 1 or 2 , 

D!(w), ifi=3. 

D. The Green's function for Ix -x 'I « I 

(40a) 

(40b) 

(41) 

Taking the limit a - 0, with aU fixed in the expression 
v, we can find Green's function G I } for the present case 
of an infinite plane wall. 

Let us write 

GI}(x,x'; w)=G~}(x,x'; w)+ G~}(x,x'; w), (42) 

where 

G~}(x, x'; w) = 41f :k2? {~r +i k2 y2)o/j - 3r rr~t ] e-kr 

-(olJ-37)}' (43) 
(r=x-x', r= Irl) , 

r=1 +kr+i-k2y2 , 

and G~} represents the wall effect. 

For r/l «1, from Wakiya's paper13 

G~}=-4:M(all+bll)olJ+o(f), forj=1or2, 

and from Eqs. (30) and (33) 

Gf3=- 4:M (a!+b!)OI3+ 0 (f) 

(44a) 

(44b) 

IV. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIORS OF THE 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS <l>ij(t) AND \}Ijj(t) 
FOR LARGE t 

Let us write 

<P11 (t) = <P22(t) = cJ>0(t) + cJ>~(t) , (45a) 

cJ>33(t)=<I>°(t)+<I>~(t) , (45b) 

where 

<l>°(t) = 2o(t) _ a r3/2 
1ft 21iiV' (46) 

and <1>::', cJ>~ represent the wall effects. The considera
tion of the geometrical symmetry yields DIJ(t) = cJ>lj(t) 
=Wij(t)=O fori*j. 

From Eqs. (36), (37), and (39), for a'= t/(l2/v ) «1 and 
a' '= t/(a2 /v)>> 1, i. e., for a2 /v «t« l2/v 

<l>::'(t) _ v o( 1/2) <I>~(t) _ v O( 1/2) (47) 
~ -Ezt a , ~ - Ezt a , 

which yield 

cJ>l1(t) = <l>22(t) = _ a r3/2 H v O(~/2) (48a) 
1ft 1ft 2:;-:;;; f ' 

<1>33 (t) _ a t-3/2 v o( 1/2) (48b) 
~--2hv H [l a • 

From Eqs. (36), (37), and (40), fora»1, Le., 
t »l2/v 

<p:!'(t) = ~ v [_1_ -3/z _1_ -S/2 o( -3)] 
1f t 2 E [£ 3{1f a - 2{1f a + a , 

iI>~(t) _ 3 v [1 -3/2 1 -7/2 o( -4)] 
~-2Ef 3l';a -p;r:;-a + a , 

which yield, for t »l2/ v, 

<P11 (t) = cJ>22(t) = E v [_ 3 (~)S/2 rS/2 + o(a-3)] 
1ft 1ft l! ~ v ' 

<P33 (t) _ V [ 3 ([2 )7/2 ["7/2 O( -4)] 
~ - E l! - 16fi -; + a . 

(49a) 

(49b) 

(50a) 

(50b) 

For the autocorrelation function Wlj' for the particle 
velocity, from Eqs. (15), (16), (36), (37), and (39), we 
have for a2/v«t«[2/v 

W (t) = W (t) = k B T [ a r3/2 + v O[(a')"S/2] + E v O(~/2)1 
11 22 t 2&";;t Jl 'J' 

(51a) 

W (t)= kBT[ a r 3/2 + v O[(a'rS/2 ]H v O(~/20. (51b) 33 t 2'f'1iT;";;t [l'J 
From Eqs. (15), (16), (37), and (40), for t »l2/v, 

(52a) 

(52b) 

In Eqs. (48) and (51), the leading terms (f-3/2 terms) 
are just the same as those for a spherical particle in an 
unbounded fluid. Thus, for t« [2/V, where l2/v is the 
characteristic time of the vorticity diffusion, over the 
distance l between the particle and the wall, the wall 
has little effect on <Plj and Wli • But, for t »[2/V , the 
existence of the wall essentially affects the long time be
havior of <Pij and wijJ as is clear from Eqs. (50) and (52). 

It is hoped that the long-time tails as discussed in this 
paper will be verified experimentally or by numerical 
simulations. 
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